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This new programme in OB/TM provides 
students with exposure to the very latest 
thinking, research and teaching regard-
ing managing talent in organisations as 
effectively as possible, with consideration 
of the full range of stakeholders, including 
society, employees, customers, suppliers, 
unions, and the needs of the organiza-
tion in a global and highly competitive 
environment. The programme represents 
a joint collaboration between the faculty 
of the School of Management and Labour 
Relations at Rutgers University in the U.S. 
and Reykjavik University. This enables 
the best faculty talent from both universi-
ties to deliver state-of-the-practice and 
state-of-the-art knowledge using the most 
effective and technologically appropriate 
pedagogy available. The programme is 
designed to accommodate the needs of 
the students and the international faculty 
while delivering a challenging and benefi-
cial programme so that students will be 
prepared to assist organisations and line 
managers in managing their most impor-
tant resources, their human resources.

Randall S. Schuler
Course: Managing Global Workforce

Reykjavik University’s new Master in Organi-
zational Behaviour and Talent Management 
offers an exciting opportunity for people who 
wish to develop a strong foundation in the 
science of motivating and managing people 
in organisations. Students who complete 
the broad array of course offerings will be 
equipped to enter the management profession 
with a solid understanding of the challenges 
that employees and organisations confront as 
they strive to satisfy the demands of myriad 
stakeholders with competing interests. With 
an understanding of the psychological, social 
and economic dynamics that shape organisa-
tional life, graduates of the MSc in OB/TM will 
have both the technical knowledge needed by 
TM specialists and an appreciation of the stra-
tegic issues they will be expected to address 
as business professionals. 

Susan Jackson
Course: Managing Human Resources
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DEAN’S WELCOME

A warm welcome to the School of Business at Reykjavik University!

The new Master’s programme in Organisational Behaviour and Talent Management at Reykjavik 
University is unique in Iceland. Taught in English, the programme offers an outstanding interna-
tional learning experience in the beautiful surroundings of Reykjavik. The programme motivates 
students to excel in every subject they are studying, with the help of an excellent learning environ-
ment in the new state-of-the-art facilities of the university. The curriculum is delivered by distin-
guished resident faculty, and visiting professors from leading international business schools, all of 
whom bring their superior knowledge, expertise, and experience into the classroom.

Perhaps the most outstanding feature of the programme is the approach to teaching and learning, 
which emphasises professional development of the students. Thus, academic study is integrated 
with methods that simulate tasks that graduates will encounter in the workplace. While pursuing 
different subjects and knowledge in organisational behaviour and talent management, students 
also engage in a variety of team-oriented projects, and apply analytical abilities in hands-on 
problem-solving and decision-making.

Enjoy your tour of the Master’s programme in Organisational Behaviour and Talent Management at 
Reykjavik University! 

Friðrik M. Baldursson, PhD
Dean
Reykjavik University School of Business



RU´s new Master’s programme in Organisational Behaviour1  and 
Talent Management2  (MSc in OB/TM) offers clear competitive 
advantages:
•	 Unlike our competitors, RU offers the entire programme in  
 English, which provides RU students with an access to a  
 closely connected international marketplace and enhances  
 their overall employability.
•	 Unlike our competitors, RU´s programme offers its students a  
 face-to-face access to the top international minds in the  
 subject area, which will clearly help the students in grasping  
 the subject and becoming exceptional professionals. 
•	 The most important advantage though is that unlike our  
 competitors, RU´s programme focuses on the strategic part of  
 OB and TM, such as group and organisational dynamics,  
 human behaviour, motivation, leadership, development of  
 human capital, retention management, conflict resolution,  
 labour economics, etc. – aspects that are crucial to a  
 company´s long-term success and that are unfortunately  
 missing from any kind of educational programme in Iceland.

The Master’s in Organisational Behaviour and Talent Manage-
ment programme provides students with both the critical skills and 
knowledge required to be effective in this continuously growing do-
main through top quality lectures, case study, experiential learning 
opportunities, and best practices. The programme aims to prepare 
and train business professionals who aspire to become leaders in 
their organisations.  It will help them acquire the role of a strategic 
partner in organising, managing and developing the human capital 
of the organisation.

POSSiBle Career OPPOrtunitieS: 
•	 General Manager
•	 Human Resources Specialist/Advisor
•	 Management Consultant (no professional designation is offered)
•	 Management Analyst
•	 Academic
•	 A variety of opportunities across industries in:
 – Recruitment
 – Selection
 – Training and Development
 – Management Development

1 Organisational Behaviour (OB) is the study and application of knowledge about  
   how people, individuals, and groups act in organisations. 
2 Talent Management (TM) is a set of organisational processes designed to 
   attract, develop, motivate, and retain key people.

WHY ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR/TALENT MANAGEMENT? 
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PROGRAMME OVERVIEW

The Master of Science in Organisational Behaviour and Talent 
Management (MSc in OB/TM) is an officially accredited univer-
sity degree in Iceland. The MSc in OB/TM degree can be ob-
tained in two years (120 ECTS credits), while Master’s in OB/TM 
in one-and-a-half years (90 ECTS). Courses are offered in a very 
time-conscious manner, allowing students who wish to remain 
employed an opportunity to do so while pursuing their studies. 
Each course in the programme is designed to foster a dynamic 
interaction among students and professors in order to promote 
a healthy and rich learning environment. This environment not 
only helps students develop a knowledge base and set of pro-
fessional skills, but also provides a firm foundation for advanced 
academic study (in PhD programmes in Iceland or abroad) or for 
entering the global marketplace. 

The programme integrates the many facets of OB and TM man-
agement in the 21st century through concept, theory, critical 
analysis and application of recruitment, staffing, training and de-
velopment, human and organisational behaviour, performance 
improvement, motivation, leadership, compensation, technol-
ogy, legal aspects, labour economics, work groups and teams, 
organisational change and adaptation, and ethical issues in the 
workplace. The curriculum, incorporating relevant OB and TM 
concepts and best practices for both consultants and internal 
practitioners, is much more in-depth and geared toward both 
individuals just entering the domain and those already in the field 
of practice, as well as for business professionals who want to 
extend their knowledge beyond their current responsibilities. 
This cutting edge programme, developed in collaboration with 
Rutgers University (State University of New Jersey), is designed 
to offer an innovative multidisciplinary approach to the growing 
field of OB/TM and the continuum of organisational change in 
the 21st century.

The new OB/TM programme that Reykjavik University is offering beginning in the fall of 2011 is a welcomed and exciting ad-
dition to the academic options now available at RU and in Iceland.   The aim of the programme is clear: to prepare and train 
tomorrow’s organisational leaders.  Leaders, who are capable of taking on the role of a strategic partner and lead, develop and 
manage the human capital of organisations.  This aim will be reached through an exceptional teaching and learning environment 
that equips students with the latest knowledge and the necessary tools to achieve both personal and managerial success, as 
well as opening up various career opportunities.
 
Auður Arna Arnardóttir
Course: Leadership and Change Management
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1St SeMeSter
Subject type eCtS

Organisational Behaviour Core 6
Managing Human Resources  Core 6
Organisational HR Metrics and Applied Research Methods Core 6
Economics and Demographics of Labour Markets Core 6 
Corporate Social Responsibility and Organisational Ethics Core 6

2nd SeMeSter
Subject type eCtS

Strategic Management and Organisational Theory  Core 6
Workforce Flow: Recruiting, Employee Selection and Termination  Core 6
Leadership and Change Management  Core 6
Motivation, Performance Management and Reward Systems Core 6
Elective – 6

3rd SeMeSter
Semester abroad type eCtS

Developing and Retaining Human Capital  Core 6
Managing Global Workforce  Core 6
International Employment Law Core 6
Elective (Research Methodology) – 6
Strategic OB/HRM (capstone) Core 6

4th SeMeSter
Subject type eCtS

Master´s Thesis (Mandatory for MSc degree)  – 30 

PROGRAMME STRUCTURE 



SuSan JaCkSOn
Susan e. Jackson is Distinguished Professor of human resource management, at the School of management and 
Labour relations, rutgers university. Prior to joining rutgers in 1998, Professor Jackson served on the faculties of 
new York university, the university of michigan, and the university of maryland. She received her B.a. in psychology 
and sociology from the university of minnesota and her master’s and PhD degrees in organisational psychology from 
the university of California at Berkeley. She is a fellow of the academy of management, the British academy of man-
agement, the association for Psychological Science and the Society for industrial and organisational Psychology. her 
primary areas of expertise include managing team effectiveness, workforce diversity, and strategic human resource 
management systems. most recently, she has begun to focus on the role of hrm policies and practices in supporting 
strategic initiatives related to environmental sustainability, and has created a website for sharing resources on this 
topic, at http://www.greenhrm.org. 

randall S. SChuler
randall S. Schuler is Distinguished Professor of international human resource management and human resource 
Strategy, Past Director of the masters in hrm Programme, and founder and Past Director of the Center for global 
Strategic human resource management in the Department of human resource management, rutgers university. he 
is also at the Lorange institute of Business Zurich as a research fellow and at the Lancaster management School as 
a Visiting fellow. his interests are global human resource management, strategic human resource management, the 
human resource management function in organisations and the interface of business strategy and human resource 
management. he has authored or edited over forty-five books including: managing human resources, 11e; interna-
tional human resource management, 4e; managing human resources in Cross-Border alliances; Strategic human 
resource management: a reader 2e; and La gestion de los recursos humanos 4e.  

dan OndraCk
Dan ondrack is the academic Director for executive Programmes and the former associate Dean of the rotman 
School of management, university of toronto, Canada. he is currently the Director for the advanced Programme in 
human resource management, as well as a number of business and government management training programmes 
in China, europe, and Latin america. his main research and teaching interests are the relationship between corpo-
rate strategy and alignment of human resource strategy, management of mergers, and international human resource 
management. Some recent consulting projects have been on the privatization of some major crown corporations, 
organisation re-structuring and alignment of hr to business strategy, and management of merger integration. Prof. 
ondrack was a member of the Board and Vice-President of the human resources Professional association (hrPa) 
of ontario and the Director of Professional education and was appointed as a fellow of the association in recognition 
for his services.

CharleS h. Fay 
Charles h. fay is Professor of human resource management in the School of management and Labor relations at 
rutgers university. he holds a Ba degree from new York university, an mBa from Columbia university, and a PhD 
from the university of Washington. his first faculty position was at the university of Kentucky in 1979, and he has been 
at rutgers university since 1984. he teaches in the areas of rewards systems, performance management and hriS. 
Books include Compensation theory and Practice, the Compensation Sourcebook, the Performance imperative, 
rewarding government employees, and the executive handbook on Compensation. he has authored or co-authored 
many book chapters, including “Compensation Systems in the global Context” in international handbook of Work and 
organisational Psychology. he worked for five years as a consultant to the Bureau of Labor Statistics on the national 
Compensation Survey. he was a Presidential appointee to the federal Salary Commission. 

FEATURED FACULTY
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INFORMATION FOR 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

Reykjavik, a young-at-heart city with a long history, encircled by mountains and the sea, 
lies just minutes away from magnificent, unspoiled nature. Whether you are seeking the 
bustling energy of a cosmopolitan city with colourful culture and vibrating nightlife, the 
thundering thermal energy in the  ground beneath your feet, or the quiet green energy of 
the countryside surrounding the city, Reykjavik has something to offer.

The capital of Iceland is a small city with just over 117,000 inhabitants. All the same, it is 
a lively city with a great deal to offer in terms of culture and recreation. Reykjavik’s culture 
scene and nightlife attracts people from all over the world. Reykjavik is home to the Nation-
al Theatre, the Municipal Theatre, the Icelandic Symphony Orchestra, the Icelandic Dance 
Company and the Icelandic Opera as well as numerous independent theatre companies. 
The annual Reykjavik Arts Festival features a packed programme of international artists and 
top performers in all fields. 

Numerous venues offer live music every night of the week, from budding local talents to 
international celebrities. Reykjavik’s pulsating nightlife has become legendary, earning the 
city the nickname “Capital of Cool” in the international music press.

The magnificent countryside that surrounds the city also makes Reykjavik special. Salmon 
fishing takes place within the city limits. Midnight golf, sailing, climbing, glacier trekking, 
horse riding and whale watching are all within easy reach of the capital. Another way to 
soak up Reykjavík’s pure energy is to visit one of the many thermal swimming pools or 
spas. Going to the pool is also very much a way of life for Reykjavik’s residents and thus an 
ideal way to meet local people and relax.

More info: www.visiticeland.com
www.reykjavik.com

eXPerienCe iCeland...

» high Quality international 

 education

» Dynamic and innovative Culture 

» green energy 

» Pure nature 

» Democratic infrastructure and  

 excellent Social Security

» Diverse natural Wonders

 

 ... adventure OF a liFetiMe
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